Accountability: Core Project Team

Master of Architecture Students (Project co-Leads)
Connor Beck, M. Arch Candidate
Ben-Hsin Dow, M. Arch Candidate
Additional future students TBD
Will lead the CSF project and coordinate with all external and internal participants in the project. Will be responsible for reporting progress, activities, and outcomes to the CSF.

University of Washington Project Delivery Group (HSEB) UW Facilities
Point person: Julie Knorr, Architect, Project Manager
Will serve as the point-of-contact at the University of Washington Project Development Group and provide connections to UW stakeholder groups involved in the project.

The Miller Hull Partnership (A/E Lead)
Point persons: Chris Hellstern, Living Building Challenge Services Director
Elizabeth Moggio, AIA, Associate
Will serve as the primary point of contact for the architecture and engineering team. Person will lead technical analysis incorporating student activities in the design and evaluation process of the ECWs and provide coordination with the energy engineering team at PAE Engineering (project mechanical engineer).

University of Washington Integrated Design Lab/Department of Architecture
Point person: Christopher Meek, Associate Professor, Department of Architecture
The Integrated Design Lab (IDL), will provide technical modeling support and will provide space support and computing resources for the student project leads. Prof. Meek will also incorporate ECW modeling and design developed with the CSF project student leads in the course ARCH 535: Daylighting Design offered in spring quarter in the College of Built Environments. This course is at the graduate level, but is open to undergraduates with instructor permission.